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Pieve d’Alpago, November 4th, 2013 

 

 

Prot C13-DCvv 013        

Circular letter to all our Valued Customers 
 

Re: New ICPlus family introduction 

 
 
Dear Customers, 
 

we are glad to inform you that our new family of 32x74mm panel mounting 
controllers is now complete! 
 
Our new ICPlus controllers, available in two models: 
 
                                           ICPlus 902 

                                            ICPlus 915 

 

 

replace all the existing IC901, IC902, IC912, IC915 controllers in our CR catalog, 
allowing to maximize the availability of products and improving inventory 
management. 
 
They represent the complete 32x74mm panel mounting Eliwell offer to control 
temperature, pressure or humidity in small and light industrial application. 
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Family feeling with EW/ID Plus, unchanged connections versus the old IC and 
technical characteristics permit an easy upgrade to the new models and a smooth 
integration in applications that require the coexistence of  controllers from 
different platforms in the same electrical panel. 
 
 

The tested technical features and the new pleasant aesthetics make the ICPlus 

902 and ICPlus915 controllers very interesting also for the OEMs, allowing safe 
and faster installation thanks to the compatibility with the newest Eliwell 
configuration tools: the controllers can be quickly configured with the new 
UNICARD, without the need to power them, making application customization 
flexible, easy and quick. 
 

The User Interface, with 4 push buttons, has been simplified: the display with 
large digits and graphic icons allows also the end user to easily read and 
understand the operating state of the device.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

Programming menus are simple and intuitive, for a quick start up and a rapid 
learning. 
 
All the ICPlus family controllers can be integrated in both Eliwell and a third party 
supervising system, thanks to the on board ModBus protocol. 
 
 
All codes of the new ICPlus range can already be ordered and delivered with 
the Eliwell standard lead-time, anyway in a short we will assure more rapid 
deliveries for the fast moving models included in our last Catalog 2013. 
 
 
We remind you that also for this new family we will require a minimum order 

q.ty of 6 pcs and multiples. 
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Old IC range PHASE OUT 
 
Old IC models can still be ordered for a certain period, as per the following 
schedule: 
 

Models Action Starting date 

IC 901-902-912-915 

all models 
10% Price increase 

All new orders  

received from 

01/04/2014 

IC 901-902-912-915 

All models 
PRODUCTION STOP December 31st, 2014 

 

 

 

We are confident that with your support ICPlus  will be a new success! We thank 

you for your attention and remain available for any further clarification you might 

need.  

 

 

With our best regards 

 
Eliwell Controls S.r.l.  

 

 

Encl.: Cross reference table 


